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At this moment, Aurous Hill International Hotel.

After Nanako left the gymnasium, she returned to the hotel room with her assistant and
several servants who had been assigned to herself from home.

For her visit to Aurous Hill this time, Ito’s family has contracted the only two presidential
suites in Aurous Hill International Hotel a long time in advance.

Among them, Nanako lives in a suite by herself, and her coach, assistants and
subordinates live in another presidential suite.

And half a month ago, the Ito family sent someone to Aurous Hill to transform one of the
bedrooms in the presidential suite where Nanako lived, into her exclusive practice room.

It is said that the renovation alone cost millions. If the price of two presidential suites for
the long-term contract is included, Nanako will play in Aurous Hill this time. The money
spent on housing alone will be at least three or four million.

The main reason for such a lot of trouble and extravagance is that the Ito family is too
rich.

The Ito family is one of the top five big families in Japan. The industry covers almost all
imaginable fields. Even the Yamaguchi Group, a well-known underground organization
in Japan, has shares in the Ito family.

In addition, although Nanako is young and beautiful, and intellectual and quiet, but in
her bones is a girl who is extremely obsessed with martial arts. She has extremely strict



requirements for her training. She never interrupts her training regardless of cold or heat
throughout the year.

She had just finished the game in the morning. After she returned to the hotel, she
skipped lunch and immediately went into her practice room again.

Just as she was sweating like rain in the practice room, the phone suddenly vibrated.

The call was made by her assistant Hiroshi Tanaka.

She stopped practicing, connected to the phone, and asked, “Tanaka, what’s the
matter?”

The other party respectfully said: “Miss, the chairman of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd., Mr. Jiro is here. He wants to see you. I wonder if you have time?”

“Jiro?” Nanako said puzzledly: “I have never met him, nor any friendship, why did he
come to see me?”

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly said: “Miss, you don’t know that Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals
sponsored the finals of this competition, and also won the title at a high price. This
seems to be a bold attempt by them to enter the Chinese market, so he himself has also
arrived in Aurous Hill, knowing that you live here, so I want to come and see you.”

Nanako said: “Tell him that I’m training and I don’t have time to see him. Please ask him
to forgive me.”

Nanako has a relatively introverted personality, and she doesn’t like to socialize with
people usually. Coupled with the key to formally preparing for the semi-finals, she does
not want to be distracted by a stranger.

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly said: “Miss, Mr. Kobayashi has just inherited Kobayashi
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. some time ago, and their flagship product, Kobayashi Weisan,
is now actively expanding its sales worldwide…”

Nanako, who has always been good-tempered, asked angrily at this time: “Tanaka, what
are you going to say? I don’t have any friendship with Jiro, and I don’t care about
Kobayashi Pharmaceutical’s situation? These have nothing to do with me.”



Hiroshi Tanaka said embarrassingly: “Miss, the president has been in close
communication with Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals, because the president is very
optimistic about the future of Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals, so he is ready to
communicate with Jiro about the investment and shareholding. Kobayashi also hopes
for Ito very much. The family was able to invest in him, so he invested a lot of money to
sponsor this competition, in fact, to show his favor to you and the Ito family!”

“Oh…” Nanako knew that the president of Tanaka Hiroshi’s mouth was his father, Ito
Yuhiko, the current patriarch of the Ito family.

However, Nanako is still a little cold and said: “I don’t want to get involved too much in
the matter of my father. If my father and this Jiro cooperate, then let them meet and
talk.”
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Koichi Tanaka said embarrassedly: “Miss, the president still attaches great importance
to this cooperation with Kobayashi Pharmaceutical. Don’t be so willful…”

Nanako Ito said lightly: “I’m sorry Tanaka, I want to continue training.”

After that, she hung up the phone directly.

Nanako, 22 years old this year, is a senior at the best Tokyo University in Japan. She is
simple, and her quiet temperament also brings a bit of inherent indifference.

She is the University of Tokyo’s four-year-old school flower, and is also the best
daughter-in-law candidate for the top big families in Japan, but she herself is just a
simple, unworldly, and dedicated martial artist.

Therefore, she doesn’t understand the relationship between men and women, nor the
world.

Neither Jiro nor Obayashi Taro has anything to do with her.

Even if it is her father’s best friend and closest partner, as long as he has no blood
relationship with her or her elder relatives, she will not buy it.



Her current life goal is very simple. First, she must win this year’s World College Sanda
Competition, and then successfully graduate from the University of Tokyo, and then start
preparing for the next Olympic Games.

At the last Olympics, she was too young and she was tight in school, so she was not
able to participate, but the next Olympics has become the stage she desires most in her
heart.

She is eager to win the Olympic champion, and she is eager to win more than one
Olympic champion.

To get this Olympic champion title, and then defend the next Olympic championship, this
has become the biggest pursuit in her life.

Koichi Tanaka was holding the phone at this time, facing the expectant Jiro, unavoidably
embarrassed.

Unexpectedly, the lady was so unkind, and she said it all for this reason, she still didn’t
want to see Jiro.

Koichi Tanaka could only lie to Jiro: “Mr. Kobayashi, please wait a moment, our lady is
still training, and she should see you later!”

Wearing a top-level suit and glasses, Jiro, the gentleman smiled incomparably, and said
seriously: “It doesn’t matter, if Miss Ito is busy, then please ask her to do her first and
leave me alone. , I can wait here.”

Hiroshi Tanaka nodded and said, “Mr. Kobayashi, please sit down for a while, and I will
pour a cup of tea for you.”

After speaking, he went to the kitchen, took out his mobile phone and called the head of
the Ito family, Takehiko Ito.

As soon as the phone was connected, Ito Yuhiko’s low and strong voice came: “Tanaka,
what can I do for you?”

Hiroshi Tanaka said in a hurry: “Mr. Chairman, Mr. Jiro, Chairman of Kobayashi
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. is here. He wants to see Missy.”



Ito Yuihiko hummed, and said, “I know that Jiro has a great affection for Nanako. He
came to beg me the other day and hoped that he would marry Nanako.”

Hiroshi Tanaka asked: “So what do you mean, Lord President?”

Yuhiko Ito did not answer Koichi Tanaka’s question, but said in a strong tone: “Tanaka,
you are my confidant, so I will tell you the following things, but you must remember that
you must not disclose it to anyone. Otherwise, I will definitely send you to see
Amaterasu!”
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As soon as Tanaka heard this, he immediately blurted out: “President, please rest
assured, Tanaka will never reveal your words!”

Ito Yuhiko said with satisfaction: “Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals now has a stomach
powder with excellent efficacy and very good sales. It is actively expanding the global
market. Modern people will encounter some stomach upsets. The market space is also
very broad. Once this drug is launched globally, the annual profit can reach at least tens
of billions.”

Hiroshi Tanaka exclaimed: “It’s just a stomach medicine, so there is such a large market
space?”

Ito Yuhiko said: “This is just my preliminary estimate. I have asked the pharmaceutical
laboratory of the University of Tokyo to analyze and compare the stomach powder of
Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals and the stomach medicines of several other companies on
the market, and the conclusion is , Kobayashi Weisan is the best!”

“Therefore, it is only a matter of time for Kobayashi Weisan to stand on top of the world.
If you want to catch this golden egg hen, you must get as soon as possible. The best
way is to marry the Kobayashi family and invest in Kobayashi Pharmaceuticals.”

“If Nanako and Jiro get married, then I will aquire at least 20%, or even 30% of the
shares of Kobayashi Pharmaceutical, which will bring our family billions in profits a
year!”

Hiroshi Tanaka suddenly realized: “Mr. President, I understand your intentions!”



Ito Yuihiko gave a hum, and said, “So, if you are in China and by Nanako’s side, you
must find a way to persuade her more, and to be by her side, say more good things
about Jiro. If she can agree, this summer After graduating from university, she must
immediately married Jiro, then even if you have done a great job, I will reward you with
5 millions at that time!”

Hiroshi Tanaka was overjoyed and said quickly: “Chairman, Tanaka will definitely go all
out and will never disappoint your hopes of me!”

Ito said with satisfaction: “Very well, I will call Nanako first, so that she must meet Jiro
today. After they meet, you must be in front of Nanako.”

Hiroshi Tanaka said in a hurry: “OK, Chariman!”

At this time, Nanako had just put down her phone and resumed her rigorous training.

But the phone buzzed and vibrated again. She picked up the phone and found that it
turned out to be the call from the father, so she hurriedly connected and said
respectfully: “Father, I wonder for what you are calling me at this time. What’s the
order?”

In large Japanese families, the hierarchy is very strict. Children in ordinary families call
their parents Odosan and Okasan, just like Chinese children call parents.

However, in Japan’s large hierarchical families, all children must call their parents father
and mother.

Moreover, you should not be too verbal in communicating with your parents on
weekdays. You must always use honorific titles, especially for girls. One of the most
important homework since childhood is to learn tedious aristocratic etiquette.

Although Nanako grew up holding the golden key, she has been strictly following the
various cumbersome rules of the big family from her birth to the present, and she dare
not go beyond half a point.

On the other side of the phone, Ito Yuhiko asked her: “Nanako, I heard that you won the
game today, congratulations.”



Nanako hurriedly said: “Father, today’s game is only 16-in-8. My goal is to win the
championship! Please father, wait for me to win the championship, then congratulations
me!”
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“Very good!” Ito Yuihiko said approvingly: “As expected to be the daughter of the Ito
family, she is not arrogant or rash, and she still remembers her original intentions!”

Even though Nanako was holding the phone, she subconsciously bowed slightly to the
east, and said respectfully: “Thank you Father for your praise, I will continue to work
hard!”

Yuihiko Ito gave a hum, and then said, “By the way, Nanako, the chairman of Kobayashi
Pharmaceutical, did Jiro beseech you in the past?”

“Yes, father.”

Ito Yuihiko said: “You, you are not too young anymore. Don’t always keep away from the
opposite s3x. I have been in contact with this young man Jiro. He is only two years older
than you, and he is young and promising. You might as well get in touch with him more.”

Nanako hurriedly said: “My father, I don’t have any ideas about men’s and women’s
affairs now, and I will not focus on this in the next few years. Then I will participate in
next Olympic Games and the next. In the next Olympics, talking about love will only
affect my training and competition, and I hope my father can understand.”

Ito Takehiko said: “You are still too young. Many things are not the relationship between
fish and bear’s paw, but the relationship between fish and water. Love and marriage will
not affect your future life plan.”

Nanako said seriously: “Father, Nanako I agree with what you said. Practicing martial
arts is like sailing against the current. If you don’t advance, you will retreat. If you want
to become the world’s top master, you must spend all the time you can spend on
training. In terms of training, if I don’t train hard at this time, but instead waste precious
time on love and marriage, then I will not be able to become a martial arts master in my
life.”



Ito Yuihiko said with a bit of reprimand in his voice: “Budo was originally meant to be a
hobby for you to practice. I didn’t want you to devote all your time and energy to it.”

“Knowing that you are the eldest lady of the Ito family after all, the eldest lady must look
like a eldest lady, and fight with others in the ring every day. What’s the point?”

Nanako firmly said: “Father, martial arts is the home of my lifelong pursuit! If necessary,
I am willing to give up love and marriage for martial arts!”

“Naughty!”

Ito Yuhiko suddenly furious: “You are my daughter, with the blood of the Ito family
flowing through you. How can you give up the inheritance of blood for the sake of the
martial arts? Are you worthy of the ancestors of the Ito family?”

“I…” Nanako was speechless.

When she heard her father’s words, she did feel a little guilty in her heart, so she
hurriedly said: “My father, I know that I was wrong. I am not really not thinking about
marriage, but at this stage I don’t want to think about it too early. Please my father.
understand!”

Ito Yuihiko said coldly: “I can’t understand, it’s impossible to understand, but I don’t want
to tell you more about life on the phone. When you come back from the game, we father
and daughter can help our knees grow and talk.”

“But now, Jiro has come to visit you. As the eldest lady of the Ito family, you represent
the face and image of the Ito family. How can you avoid it? If it spreads out, outsiders
will definitely say that the Ito family doesn’t understand etiquette!”

When Nanako heard this, she had no choice but to say, “It was my misconsideration,
and I asked my father to forgive me. I will change clothes and go to see Jiro…”
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Seeing Nanako’s promise, Ito Takehiko’s voice eased a little. He asked, “Nanako, have
you had lunch?”



She replied truthfully: “Return to my father, I was training when I came back from the
gym, and I haven’t had lunch yet.”

Ito Yuihiko hummed, and said, “It’s so good. I think it’s noon now. You simply take Jiro to
have lunch with you, which can be regarded as a way of hospitality for your father.”

“Take him for lunch?”

Nanako was somewhat reluctant.

She herself is a girl with a relatively cold personality, and when her family was teaching
her feminine etiquette, she kept a sufficient distance from outside men. In addition, she
had been obsessed with martial arts for many years, so she had nothing to do with men
and the contact.

Except for her family, she grew up so old that she had never eaten privately with a
young man. Even her assistant Koichi Tanaka never had a chance to eat with her.

However, she could also hear the toughness of her father’s tone, knowing that it might
be useless to oppose him, so she said, “OK, father, Nanako understands…”

Ito Yuhiko said with satisfaction: “Nanako, the family has a very important cooperation
with Kobayashi Pharmaceutical now in progress, so you must not neglect the other
party, understand?”

Nanako hurriedly said, “I see, my father.”

After hanging up the phone, Nanako sighed helplessly. She called Hiroshi Tanaka and
said to him: “Tanaka, please help me entertain Mr. Kobayashi first. I was sweating
during my practice and I need to take a shower.”

Hiroshi Tanaka hurriedly agreed, then turned to Jiro and said, “Mr. Kobayashi, please
wait a moment. Our eldest lady needs a shower. She will arrive soon.”

When Jiro heard that Nanako would like to see him, he was deeply excited, but on the
surface he said calmly, “Okay Mr. Tanaka, I am waiting for Miss Ito here.”



Ten minutes later, Nanako, who took the shower, changed into a simple and plain
Japanese home clothes.

At this time, she can no longer see the traces of years of martial arts practice. She is
completely a gentle traditional Japanese woman.

Tanaka took Jiro to Nanako’s presidential suite. When Jiro saw Nanako, he was
shocked!

He couldn’t help but marvel in his heart, my God! Why is this woman so beautiful? So
pure? !

Her eyes are clear and lustrous, like a work of art carefully carved from the sky, the face
like a goose egg is white and flawless, the exquisite nose is like a treasure of the world,
and the thin lips like cherry blossoms are delicate and fascinating. .

In the eyes of Jiro, she is like the crystal clear water of Tianchi on the top of a
snow-capped mountain, dignified, quiet, gentle, and a little cold.

Only on this side, Jiro fell in love with this woman deeply, and secretly vowed in his
heart: “I must marry her as my wife anyway! Even if it is to let me join the Ito family, I will
not hesitate. Because besides her, There is no such perfect woman in this world!”

Jiro desperately suppressed his deep desire for Nanako, but Nanako still found a touch
of desire that could not be suppressed in his eyes.

This made her feel a little disgusted in her heart, feeling that Jiro’s eyes were like a drop
of meaty lard dripping into a cup of fine tea.

However, she was not good at expressing her disgust, so she could only say very
politely: “Mr. Kobayashi, sorry, I just made you wait a long time.”

Jiro hurriedly waved his hand and said, “No, no, no, Miss Ito don’t need to be so polite.
You took the liberty to come to the door. Actually I was abrupt. Please don’t mind Miss
Ito.


